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PURPOSE, MISSION & VISION
PURPOSE (OUR WHY)
We believe that self-empowered womxn are change agents for their communities.

MISSION (HOW)
We help womxn by equipping them with opportunities for experiential learning and
increased access to safe peer-mentorship spaces, so that they can transform their
mindsets and uplift themselves personally and professionally.

VISION (WHERE WEʼRE GOING)
Our vision is to connect a virtual community of 100 000 self-empowered womxn who
climb personally and professionally through access to experiential learning, credible
education as well as peer-mentorship.

VALUES
Experiential Learning towards Personal Growth
Embrace the Hustle. Embrace Collaboration
Show Up and Be Brave
Back Yourself, but NO Bullshit

ABOUT
A quote we live by at Khwela Womxn is that by Secretary-General
Kofi Annan "there is no tool for development more eﬀective than
the empowerment of women,"
Khwela means “to climb” in isiXhosa, one of the wider spoken
languages of South Africa, and the mother tongue of one of
Khwelaʼs co-founders, Asanda Daraza. What started oﬀ as a
brainstorming session on a couch in Cape Town in 2017, soon
became a reality when Khwela won an international competition
with Booking.com to run a pilot project. The idea? That travel is
truly transformative, and that through travel and reflective
practice women from under-resourced communities in South
Africa could shift their world view, embrace a growth mindset and
learn from experience and skills training how to work in the
tourism industry. In the first two years, 80% of the Khwela
participants on average went from being unemployed to finding
work in the tourism industry.

Enter: COVID-19…
As the pandemic shook the globe, the travel industry fell to its
knees as people stopped travelling. Khwela took a pause, as we
considered how we could continue to self-empower women in a
time where physical travel and learning was not allowed.
Through this time, Khwela Womxn was born. Experiential learning
and the power of sisterhood remained key to our purpose: that we
believe womxn have the power to change communities, but we
had to re-design the program for a low-touch, high impact,
post-COVID-19 world.
We have tried a number of diﬀerent technologies and formats over
the last year, but are most proud of our Whatsapp mentor Bot,
Alora (over 4000 active users); our online sisterhood circles (96
active users) and our transformative leadership journey (120
womxn enrolled in 12 month program).

MEET THE TEAM

GERHARD LOUW
GRIZELDA LA COCK

FINANCE MANAGER

OPERATIONS MANAGER

Gerhards four main responsibilities are Treasury
Management, Financial Reporting, Compliance
Management, Management Accounting.

ASANDA DARAZA

KIM WHITAKER
CO-FOUNDERS

Grizelda main duties include overall planning,
budgeting, scheduling,implementation, execution and
reporting of activities.

Kim & Asanda founded Khwela in 2018, with both passionate about empowering womxn they
started Khwela to connect to womxn with a safe space for peer to peer learning, connection to
mentors and opportunities & personal transformation through travel.
With their combined skills and experiences they focus on Business Development, Funding and
Collaborations for sustainability and growth of the company.

NELISIWE ZANGANA

ANGELA SHARP

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

PRODUCT MANAGER

Nelisiwe establish and maintains brand and marketing
strategies that is clear and consistent with the brand
and identity.

Angela is responsible for the product planning and
execution throughout the Product Life Cycle.

THAKIRAH ALLIE
SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT CREATOR

AIMEE BELL
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

Thakirah Assist the Communications Manager on all
marketing, social media, brand strategy and PR &
communication activities.

Aimee assists with tasks and processes that are used to
identify, nurture and acquire new
clients and business opportunities to drive growth and
profitability of the business.

OUR IMPACT GOALS
Khwela Womxnʼs is motivated by the 3 Impact goals:
Impact Goal 1:
To self-empower 2000 Khwela Womxn through circles- 2000 womxn
have attended at least 3 circles
Impact Goal 2:
To shift mindsets (personal transformation through experiential
learning) where 1600 women are using the online learning platform
actively, indication that they complete three courses.
Impact goal 3:
To start a movement with an of NPS Score of 8 / 10 with a social media
following 20 000 total across all platforms

SUPPORT - SISTERHOOD CIRCLES
In 2020 we launched our in person
sisterhood circles after conducting our
research on over 100 women, where we
found out that women experience trauma but
do not have safe spaces to share their
experiences, give support and be supported
by other womxn who have gone through the
same experience, we believe that experiential
learning is transformative with ability to
reflect.
Sisterhood circles is a safe space for womxn
to connect in their community
and beyond. A safe space for peer to peer
learning, connection to experts and
opportunities.

PLANNED TARGET November 2020 - May 2021

KEY ACTIVITIES - November
2020 - May 2021

250

174

Circle moderators
in four regions in SA

Circle moderators
trained in rural
and Urban areas

ACTUAL ACHIEVEMENT

13
In person
sisterhood
circles hosted

Summary: We expected 174 x 3 = 522.
Yet only 13 circles were hosted (Only 2%), by 5 moderators. 169
moderators failed to launch a circle after the training.
Women were asked through a survey as to what the reasons for not
hosting circles and these were their reasons:
Womxn do not show up for themselves
Womxn did not feel safe traveling to new locations to join in
person meetings.
COVID 19 restrictions
Circle moderators lacked confidence to start circles
Struggle to balance work life, personal life and running circles

SUPPORT - ONLINE SISTERHOOD
CIRCLES
In May 2021, based on the findings that women
did not show up for in person circles due to COVID
restrictions, feeling unsafe to travel etc, we learned
that Whatsapp is an aﬀordable and easily
accessible way of connecting womxn from
diﬀerent regions of South Africa. We launched our
online circles giving womxn an opportunity to
share their experiences and feel supported.
We also included these online circles as part of our
Imbokodo Transformational Learning Journey
that helps equip womxn with a safe space to
connect, learn from each others experiences and
grow through the learning journey

PLANNED TARGET

KEY ACTIVITIES

May 2021- December 2021

May 2021- December 2021

2000
Circle active
members
(attending 3 or more circles)

24
Circle moderators
trained virtually

KEY OUTPUTS

1286

169

496

Online
sisterhood
appearances
sisterhood
circle sign ups
circles hosted

KEY INDICATORS

95
Active online
circle
members
(attending 3 or more circles)

Our impact goal is to have 2000 active circle members attending our
online circles returning 3 times or more and we have only achieved 4,75
% of this goal.
What worked from shifting to online circles:
- Women can choose a time slot suitable for them
- Circles hosted weekly instead of monthly
- Circle only lasted for an hour instead of 4 hours- women get to save
data for the next circle
- Women got to meet and network with diﬀerent women from
diﬀerent regions each week
- Networking Facebook group created for women to share their
experiences and opportunities
These are the challenges that women have reported to have faced:
- Network connectivity and access to data
- Loadshedding
- Balancing work, personal and attending circles

KEY INPUTS

R202k

R205k

2120

Direct circle
Activities costs

Indirect circle
Activities costs

Team hours
Circle Activities

ECONOMY EFFICIENCY EFFECTIVENESS - OUR TRIPLE E SCORE
Economy, efficiency & effectiveness are all essential components of sound program management, the
goal of which is to deliver on program objectives dincined in public policies, regulations, and legislation.
In practice, this means that program managers and officials entrusted with public resources are
responsible for carrying out functions and providing services to the public effectively, efficiently &
economically.
●
Economy — Getting the right inputs at the lowest cost (or getting a good deal)
●
Efficiency — Getting the most from the inputs (or getting a lot for the efforts)
●
Effectiveness — Getting the expected results from the outputs (or doing the right things)

Triple E

●
●
●

Economy — For Khwela be below budget with Programme and Admin Cost.
Efficiency — Khwela Economy x Effectiveness Net result of our Inputs as %.
Effectiveness — Digital Score as % of Target

KEY OUTCOMES OF THE SISTERHOOD CIRCLES
“Women experience trauma but do not have safe spaces to share their experiences, give support and be
supported by other womxn who have gone through the same experience” Khwela Womxn 2021
At Khwela we strongly value the collection and analysis data from the women as it gives us insight into what exactly
what women find value and this gives us an opportunity to listen to what the women have to say about what we oﬀer
as we believe that they ate resourceful beings who know their solutions to the problems. Feedback survey is sent out
to women after each circle to give them an opportunity to share their experiences and give Khwela constructive
feedback and 37 women provide feedback and these were their comments:
“I enjoyed the reflection and meditation”
“Great value, I get to be listened to without fear of being judged”
“Getting that comfort and support system from other women. Knowing that I am not alone.”
We also measure how women feel before attending the circles and after the circles and they have reported to have
joined the circles feeling:
“Anxious, sad, depressed”and leaving the circle feeling “inspired/ empowered”

SHIFT MINDSETS
At Khwela we preach that creating a virtual space where women
can connect, be supported and grow as individuals is power.
We realized that womxn lack access to resources (computer &
internet) and that accessing a online learning platform would be a
barrier.
Phase 1 was to create a learning platform on WhatsApp, a
platform that is aﬀordable and accessible by most South Africans.
Alora is a virtual mentor chatbot, designed to connect womxn to
relevant resources, opportunities, (bursaries, jobs, nano courses
on mindfulness, time-management and many more) and a
supportive community of like-minded womxn and these are
based on themes that come from the sisterhood circles.

KEY ACTIVITIES

over

6570

60 000

Unique users

Messages
received

KEY INPUTS

R35K
Direct costs

R178K 1,232
Indirect circle

Team hours
Mentor bot

KEY INDICATORS

completing

1600

3

Unique users

courses

KEY OUTCOMES

6570

127

average 3
courses
looked at

womxn
completing 10
courses

IMBOKODO TRANSFORMATIONAL LEARNING JOURNEY
“Wathinta abafazi, wathinta imbokodo (you strike a woman, you strike a rock)”
The 12 months Imbokodo Women in Leadership Training Programme, which is a fully accredited and globally recognised NQF
Generic Management qualification is equipping young women with employable skills and competencies in the field of
management. The goal is to address socio-economic disparities from a gender perspective as research shows that women
who are empowered with employable skills play a critical role in uplifting the communities they live in.
At Khwela Womxn we believe that soft skills are the core of learning any hard skills, we have included a
Transformational Learning Journey to compliment the Generic Management course. On this learning journey, the womxn are
learning how to feel more confident, and equipped with the right tools to add to their personal transformation and
leadership toolkit. Women are actively learning how to be confident and assertive, how to raise their hand and bring up
problems and then solve problems. Topics included are growth mindset, showing up, goal setting, value based leadership and
more.

KEY INPUTS

1 R149k 13 6

Learning
Management System
(LMS)

LMS Development
(Coursework)

Months researching,
Key partnerships
refining, product
development and launch

KEY ACTIVITIES

12

12

66

masterclasses

Courses &
Curriculum
developed

Circles hosted
September December

KEY INDICATORS

644

120

applications

womxn received
bursaries

KEY OUTPUT

76
womxn actively engaged
in monthly online support
circles & learning journey

As the world is moving towards working and studying remotely, we learned
that most young women studying online struggle to do so alone as they
need safe space to support and be supported by other women on the same
journey as them, we learned that it was powerful to provide women with 2
hour online circles to connect with like minded women and use them to
support each other on this 12 month journey.
What worked with including monthly:
- Women showing up for themselves
- Women taking on training to become moderators to host the circle
independently
- 63% women submitting their assignment and actively attending the
online circles
What did not work:
- Womenʼs inability to balance work, family life and attending the
assignment
- Lack of communication from the women
- Lack of attendance due to confidence.
- Technologically challenged
- Language barriers

ACCESS: PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS
Women need reskilling given the rapid pace of change in technology.
We believe in lifelong learning; through our sisterhood circles we learned that women are in need of digital skills that will
help them enter the ever changing technology world
and we have partnered with Camera for Girls and Canon SA to help women learn in demand skills to empower
themselves. With Canon donating 5 cameras to Khwela Womxn, we were able to run a 2 day immersive masterclass
with a Canadian photographer and founder of Camera for Girls, Amina Mohammed and concluded with a photowalk
with one of the professional photographer, for the women to learn the practical skills of photography and how to use It
to tell a story.

ACTIVITY
INDICATORS

3

1

Cameraʼs donated by Canon
SA for use on the practical
training

Partnership created with
Cameras for Girls to provide
theoretical training.

OUTPUT INDICATORS

39
applications

10
womxn trained

ACCESS: PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATIONS
"Gender parity is not just good for women, it's good for societies" - Angelica Fuentes
Research shows that women who have financial autonomy and economic empowerment are at a
lower risk of being victims of domestic violence. They can access adequate health care, education, housing and food for
themselves and their children.
We have secured a spot on Global Giving platform to gain access to funding opportunities and more resources that will
help reach our goals and we are currently working on a project that will enable 40 women to become rideshare drivers.
The aim is to give women financial autonomy and economic empowerment and address the systematic ways women
have been marginalised and undervalued.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

$6422
Raised in 2
weeks

from

49
unique donors

WOMXN EVENTS
Through our events and inter-chapter training, womxn have an opportunity to broaden their network and access
opportunities. Access to travel, regular skills training workshops, bursaries and learnerships are exclusively available for
circle members who actively participate.
To encourage womxn to connect and network with like-minded women, we hosted a women's retreat, where women
from diﬀerent backgrounds, races and diﬀerent industries got to meet and spend 3 days in a remote area with less
internet connectivity and more connecting with each other, learning from each other's experiences, learning skills that
can apply in their daily lives such as yoga, meditation, art therapy and finding their purpose.

STARTING A MOVEMENT: SOCIAL MEDIA
One of our impact goal is to start a movement of 20 000 women who question the status quo.We have been able to
reach over 200 000 accounts through engaging multimedia content in the last 3 months by leveraging social media
native analytics, paid media advertising, rapid testing of new social media campaign ideas, and iterating content with
high engagement rates. We value social listening, this allows us to understand our userʼs sentiments in real-time, our
social communication has evolved from a linear to an interactive communication model which enhances the overall
social media experience.
We have gained a receptive audience of womxn who are hungry for new opportunities, which is evident in our recent
achievement of recruiting 600 outstanding participants for corporate sponsored leadership programme in the space of a
week.

KEY INPUTS

R163k

R231k

2426

Direct content &
advert costs

Indirect circle
content costs

Team hours
Content Activities

KEY ACTIVITIES

over

1 500 13 1,345
Social Media
Posts

Opportunities
shared

Applications
received

KEY INDICATOR

20 000
followers

NPS of

8/10

KEY OUTPUT

engagement from

83 800
accounts

16 441
followers

8.6/10
NPS

FINANCIAL REPORT

Impact Goals:

Target

Actual

Direct Costs

Cost per Goal

Self-empower womxn

2000

95

R202,292.23

R2,129.39

Shifted Mindset

1600

6570

R35,483.03

R5.40

20000

16441

R163,575.73

R9.95

100

76

R149,879.00

R1,972.09

Start a Movement
New Goal
Transformational Learning Journey

Overhead Cost p/month

R188,954.00

TESTIMONIALS
"It was very uplifting and I learnt a lot about self-worth and being myself all the time.
My favourite sections were about leadership, teamwork and being money-wise." -Molebase

"Being a Khwela Womxn for me means, I am a proud womxn and I am climbing. It means I have
fellow sisters who are willing to shed some light when I feel mine is not shining enough and I am
lacking, to give me support and until I gain back my strength. The community taught me, you can try
to do it all but together we will go further. It has taught me to hold space and show up for myself and
other people. Assisting people uplifts my spirit and heart, it has put me in a place where I can just be
loved.I am an engagement coach at Khwela Womxn, I do a lot of assisting others. This service has
taught me patience and resilience, I climb, I Khwela, and the word ʻKhwelaʼ is an aﬀirmation." - Pearl

“I loved connecting with other women passionate about photography as well to learn more about our craft. I've
learned a lot about 'cleaning up' my photos to tell a clearer, more focused story, and am a lot more
comfortable shooting in manual mode now instead of my safe space of aperture priority... The
assignments challenged me to see things with a diﬀerent perspective, both physically and through a creative lense.
And to see all the beauty that is actually always available all around us.” - Rethea Boer

OUR PARTNERS

